
LUGGAGE



§ 8-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Durable, embossed, textured PET exterior with color block handle, 

wheels, and a tear-resistant, fully lined interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 18BSLG118 18BSLG118 18BSLG118

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

"Dover Cliff" 20“, 24”, and 28” PET 
Expandable 8-Wheel Upright (18BSLG118)



Ironbridge Collection 

§ 8-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Sleek, practically indestructible PET exterior with tear-resistant, fully lined 

interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for maximum 

impact resistance and durability 
§ Expands an additional 2.0” for greater carrying capacity when needed
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going faster
§ Main compartment interior section features a hanging side zipper pocket 

and securely buckled garment straps to hold belongings in place 
§ Under the lid interior includes a large u-shaped zipper pocket with a full 

length, ventilated mesh zipper pocket 
§ Molded side feet on 24” and 28” allow uprights to stand on its side
§ Flexible top handle, side handle on 24” and 28”, and bottom grab handle 

allows for easy lifting 
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism made for 

one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 181253, 4, 7, 8 181263, 4, 7, 8 181273, 4, 7, 8

Overall Dim's: 22” H x 14" L x 9-11” D TBA TBA
Color: Champagne (3), Red (4), Navy (7), Pewter (8) Champagne (3), Red (4), Navy (7), Pewter (8) Champagne (3), Red (4), Navy (7), Pewter (8)

Weight: 7.05 lbs TBA TBA

20”, 24”, 28” PET Expandable 
8-Wheel Luggage



§ 8-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Durable, embossed, textured ABS exterior with color block handle, 

wheels, and a tear-resistant, fully lined interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 18BSLG123 18BSLG123 18BSLG123

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

20“, 24”, and 28” ABS 8-Wheel Expandable 
(18BSLG123)



18BSLG124

§ 4-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Durable, embossed ABS exterior with a tear-resistant, fully lined interior
§ 20 inch size meets most U.S. based airline true carry-on size guidelines
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going faster
§ Main compartment interior features securely buckled garment restraints 

to hold belongings in place and a hanging zipper pocket to store 
smaller items

§ Behind the lid interior consists of a large u-shaped zipper pocket and a 
full length, ventilated, mesh zipper pocket

§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Molded side feet and flexible side handles featured on the 24 and 28 

inch sizes
§ Interlocking sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock 

for security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism made 

for one-handed use

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 18BSLG124 18BSLG124 18BSLG124

Overall Dim's: 22.0” H x 14.0" L x 9.0” D TBA TBA
Color: Black Black Black

Weight: 6.45 lbs TBA TBA

20”, 24”, 28” Embossed, Textured ABS 
Non-Expandable 4-Wheel Luggage



§ 4-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Durable, embossed, textured ABS exterior with color block handle, 

wheels, and a tear-resistant, fully lined interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 18BSLG126 18BSLG126 18BSLG126

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

20“, 24”, and 28” ABS 4-Wheel Non-
Expandable (18BSLG126)



§ 8-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Durable, embossed, textured ABS exterior with color block handle, 

wheels, and a tear-resistant, fully lined interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 18BSLG127 18BSLG127 18BSLG127

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

20“, 24”, and 28” ABS 8-Wheel Expandable 
(18BSLG127)



§ 4-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Durable, embossed, textured ABS exterior with color block handle, 

wheels, and a tear-resistant, fully lined interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 18BSLG128 18BSLG128 18BSLG128

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

20“, 24” and 28” ABS 4-Wheel Non-
Expandable (18BSLG128)



§ 4-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Durable, embossed, textured ABS exterior with color block handle, 

wheels, and a tear-resistant, fully lined interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 18BSLG129 18BSLG129 18BSLG129

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

20“, 24” and 28” ABS 4-Wheel Non-
Expandable (18BSLG129)



Stonehenge Collection

20”, 24”, & 28” ABS Non-
Expandable 4-Wheel Luggage

§ 4-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation

§ Lightweight construction helps you meet airline weight restrictions to 
avoid unneeded airport fees

§ High-strength hard-side ABS exterior with a tear-resistant, fully lined 
interior

§ 20 inch upright meets most true carry-on airline requirements

§ Under the lid interior includes a large, u-shaped zipper pocket with a full 
length, ventilated mesh zipper pocket 

§ Main compartment interior section features a hanging zipper pocket for 
smaller items and securely buckled garment straps to hold belongings in 
place 

§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for maximum 
impact resistance and durability 

§ Flexible, padded top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting

§ Side handle and molded side feet featured on 24 inch & 28 inch sizes

§ Locking retractable trolley handle system extends to be 41”

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”

Style No: 181224, 5, 7CB, 8S 181234, 5, 7CB, 8S 181244, 5, 7CB, 8S
Overall Dim's: 22.0” H x 14” L x 9” D TBA TBA

Color: Red (4), Black (5), Cobalt (7CB), Silver (8S) Red (4), Black (5), Cobalt (7CB), Silver (8S) Red (4), Black (5), Cobalt (7CB), Silver (8S)
Weight: 6.2 lbs TBA lbs TBA lbs



§ 8-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Durable, embossed, textured ABS exterior with color block handle, 

wheels, and a tear-resistant, fully lined interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 18BSLG133 18BSLG133 18BSLG133

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

20“, 24”, and 28” ABS Expandable 8-Wheel 
Uprights with TSA Lock (18BSLG133)



§ 8-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Polyester Exterior With Fully Lined Interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 18BSLG117 18BSLG117 18BSLG117

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

20“, 24” and 28” Printed PVC Micro Paisley, 
8-Wheel, Expandable, Upright (18BSLG117)



20”, 24”, 28” Dobby Polyester Expandable              
8-Wheel Uprights

Mod Stripe Mission 2.0 Collection 

§ 8-wheel spinners provide effortless 360° navigation allowing you to get to 
where you’re going faster

§ Expands an additional 2.0 inches for greater carrying capacity
§ Lightweight construction helps you meet airline weight restrictions, to avoid 

unnecessary airport fees
§ Durable, dobby polyester exterior with webbing detail and fully lined interior
§ Front exterior contains a full length hidden zipper pocket and zip down 

pocket 
§ Main compartment features securely buckled garment straps to hold 

belongings in place
§ Under the lid interior includes a large u-shaped, ventilated, mesh zipper 

pocket  
§ 24 & 28 inch sizes include molded feet allowing upright to stand on its side
§ Padded top handle, flexible side handle, and bottom grab handle allows for 

easy lifting 
§ Rear exterior includes a business card size I.D. Pocket
§ Retractable trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 181285 181295 181305

Overall Dim's: 22” H x 14" L x 10”-12” D TBA TBA
Color: Black (5) Black (5) Black (5)

Weight: 6.75 lbs TBA TBA



§ 4-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Polyester Exterior With Fully Lined Interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

Poly 4-Wheel Expandable Upright 20“ , 24” 
and 28” (19BSLG100)



§ 4-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Polyester Exterior With Fully Lined Interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

Poly 4-Wheel Expandable Upright 20“ , 24” 
and 28” (19BSLG101)



§ 4-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Polyester Exterior With Fully Lined Interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for 

maximum impact resistance and durability 
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going 

faster
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch 

uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism 

made for one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 

Overall Dim's: TBA TBA TBA
Color: TBA TBA TBA

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

Poly 4-Wheel Expandable Upright 20“ , 24” 
and 28” (19BSLG102)



Bangor Collection 

§ 8-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Sleek, practically indestructible PET exterior with tear-resistant, fully lined 

interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for maximum 

impact resistance and durability 
§ Expands an additional 2.0” for greater carrying capacity when needed
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going faster
§ Main compartment interior section features a hanging zipper pocket and 

securely buckled garment straps to hold belongings in place 
§ Under the lid interior includes a large u-shaped zipper pocket with a full 

length, ventilated mesh zipper pocket 
§ Molded feet on 24” and 28” allow uprights to stand on its side
§ Flexible top handle, side handle on 24” and 28”, and bottom grab handle 

allows for easy lifting 
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism made for 

one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 180944,5,7 180954,5,7 180964,5,7

Overall Dim's: 22” H x 14" L x 9-11” D 26.5” H x 17.5” L x 11”-13” D 30” H x 20” L x 13”-15” D
Color: Rose Gold (2RG), Red (4), Black (5), Navy (7) Rose Gold (2RG), Red (4), Black (5), Navy (7) Rose Gold (2RG), Red (4), Black (5), Navy (7)

Weight: 6.75 lbs 8.9 lbs 11.1 lbs

20”, 24”, 28” PET Expandable 
8-Wheel Luggage



“Sutton Sky” Collection

§ 8-wheel spinners allow smooth 360 degree rotation
§ Durable, embossed, textured ABS exterior with color block handle, wheels,

and a tear-resistant, fully lined interior
§ Reinforced, protective corner guards for absorbing shock for maximum 

impact resistance and durability 
§ Expands an additional 2.0” for greater carrying capacity when needed
§ Lightweight construction allows you to get to where you’re going faster
§ Main compartment interior features securely buckled garment restraints to 

hold belongings in place 
§ Behind the lid interior consists of a large u-shaped zipper pocket with two 

ventilated, mesh zipper pockets 
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy lifting 
§ Flexible side handle and molded feet featured on 24 and 28 inch uprights
§ Kissing sliders made with zipper pullers fit a TSA lock or pad lock for 

security
§ Multi-stage trolley handle with a locking push button mechanism made for 

one-handed use
§ Overall dimensions includes wheels

Sizes: 20” 24” 28”
Style No: 181127 181137 181147

Overall Dim's: 22.0” H x 14.0" L x 9.0”-11.0” D TBA TBA
Color: Navy/Brown (7) Navy/Brown (7) Navy/Brown (7)

Weight: TBA TBA TBA

20”, 24”, 28” Embossed, Textured ABS 
Expandable 8-Wheel Luggage



Leicester
• Lightweight construction helps you adhere to airline weight restrictions 

to avoid unneeded airport fees
• Durable and textured high-strength lightweight ABS exterior with 

embossed logo detail and fully lined, tear-resistant interior
• Rear interior section features garment straps and side zipper pocket for 

smaller items
• Under the lid interior includes a large U-shaped zipper pocket with full 

length ventilated mesh zipper pocket
• Flexible top handle, side handle, and bottom grab handle allows for easy 

lifting
• Self-repairing coil zippers for long-lasting use
• Front lid features A large U-shaped zipper pocket allowing for double 

sided packing
• Sturdy locking retractable push-button telescopic trolley handle that 

retracts to be 41” tall and is conductive for simple, one handed use
• Four molded side feet allow upright to stand on its side

Sizes: Style # Dimensions Colours Weight Features

20" 180717WH 22.0” H x 14” L x 9.0” D

Navy With White Color Pop and 

Charcoal With

Sulphur Yellow Collar Pop 6.2

4-wheel ,  360° Degree 

Movement, ABS Exterior

24" 180727WH 26.0” H x 19.0” L x 10.0” D

Navy With White Color Pop and 

Charcoal With

Sulphur Yellow Collar Pop 8

4-wheel ,  360° Degree 

Movement, ABS Exterior

28" 180737WH 30.0” H x 21.0” L x 12.0” D

Navy With White Color Pop and 

Charcoal With

Sulphur Yellow Collar Pop 10.3

4-wheel ,  360° Degree 

Movement, ABS Exterior



Nottingham

• 4-Wheel Spinners Allow Smooth 360 Degree Rotation
• 20” Upright Meets Most True Carry-On Airline Requirements
• Lightweight Construction
• Durable, Dent-Resistant PAP Exterior With Molded Corner 

Reinforcement Which Provides Optimum Impact Resistance
• Tear Resistant, Fully Lined Interior
• Features Two-Sided Packing
• Interior Of Main Compartment Includes A U-Shaped Mesh 

Zipper Pocket And A Side Zipper Pocket For Smaller Items
• Under The Lid Interior Features A U-Shaped Zipper Pocket, 

With A Mesh Zipper Pocket For Added Storage
• Flexible, Padded Top Handle And Molded Bottom Grab 

Handle Provides For Easy Lifting
• Locking Retractable Trolley Handle System

Sizes: Style # Dimensions Colours Weight Features
20" 180354, 7, 8 14 (W) x 22 (H) x 9 (D) NAVY 3.38 kg 4-Wheel, 360 Degree Rotation, PAP Exterior
24" 180364, 7, 8 17.5 (W) x 27 (H) x 11 (D) NAVY 4.25 kg 4-Wheel, 360 Degree Rotation, PAP Exterior
28" 180374, 7, 8 21 (W) x 30 (H) x 12.5 (D) NAVY 4.86 kg 4-Wheel, 360 Degree Rotation, PAP Exterior



Langley

§ Expands 2.0” for greater carrying capacity
§ Lightweight construction with molded corner reinforcement for 

ultimate impact resistance
§ Rear interior section features buckled garment panel with two 

mesh zipper pockets 
§ Under the lid interior includes a large u-shaped zipper pocket 

with full length ventilated mesh zipper pocket
§ Flexible top handle and bottom grab handle allows for easy 

lifting 
§ Retractable trolley handle retracts to be 41” tall with a locking 

push button mechanism

Sizes: Style # Dimensions Colours Weight Features

20" 180747 22.5” H x 14” L x 10” D
Navy, Charcoal, Light Silver

7.15 4-wheel ,  360° Degree Movement, 
ABS Exterior

24" 180757 26.5” H x 18.0” L x 11.0”-13.0” D Navy, Charcoal, Light Silver 8.85
4-wheel ,  360° Degree Movement, 

ABS Exterior

28" 180767 30.0” H x 20.0” L x 12”-14” D Navy, Charcoal, Light Silver 10.75
4-wheel ,  360° Degree Movement, 

ABS Exterior



Wells Collection

20”, 24”, & 28” Embossed ABS                              
Expandable 8-Wheel Uprights

§ 8-Wheel Spinners Allow Smooth 360 Degree Rotation

§ Lightweight Construction

§ Expands For Greater Packing Capacity

§ Durable, Embossed ABS Exterior With Molded Corner 
Reinforcement Which Provides Optimum Impact Resistance

§ Tear Resistant, Fully Lined Interior

§ Features Two-Sided Packing

§ Interior Of Main Compartment Includes A Large U-Shaped Mesh 
Zipper Pocket

§ Under The Lid Interior Features A U-Shaped Zipper Pocket, With A 
Mesh Zipper Pocket For Added Storage

§ Flexible, Top And Side Handles With Molded Bottom Grab Handle 
Provides For Easy Lifting

§ Molded Feet Allow Upright To Stand On Its Side

§ Locking Retractable Trolley Handle System
Sizes: 20” 24” 28”

Style No: 180493, 4, 5, 8, 8LS 180503, 4, 5, 8, 8LS 180513, 4, 5, 8, 8LS
Overall Dim's: 22.5” H x 15” W x 10-11.5” D 27.5” H x 18.5” W x 11-12.5” D 30.5” H x 21” W x 12-13.5” D

Color:
Burnt Orange (3), Red (4), Black (5), Charcoal 

(8), Light Silver (8LS) 
Burnt Orange (3), Red (4), Black (5), Charcoal 

(8), Light Silver (8LS) 
Burnt Orange (3), Red (4), Black (5), Charcoal 

(8), Light Silver (8LS)  
Weight: 7.35 lbs 9.55 lbs 11.3 lbs


